Introduction
Only a few years ago hardly anyone not in academia or the military had heard of the Internet. The introduction and the extremely rapid expansion of the World Wide Web (WWW) 1 has brought the Internet to households and made it reachable for everyone. The expansion has indeed been fast: since the introduction of the WWW in the early 90's, the growth has been nearly exponential, and it is estimated that at the moment over 20 million people are connected to the Internet.
The concepts and basic technology behind the World Wide Web were developed in the late 1980's and early 1990's by scientists at CERN (the European Laboratory for Particle Physics) in Switzerland, most notably by Tim Berners-Lee who is currently the Director of the World Wide Web Consortium 2 . The product that made WWW easily available for the general public and started the Internet boom was a program called 'Mosaic', an Internet browser developed at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois in UrbanaChampaign. In physics, a pioneering WWW service 3;4 was set up by Paul Ginsparg of the Los Alamos National Laboratory in 1991. This service, which had already been available via email/ftp before 1991, is an electronic preprint archive for physicists in di erent elds and has now several mirror services all around the world. During its ve years of WWW operation is has become the most important Internet service for researchers in physics and moreover, it is guiding the way in electronic publishing in all sciences 4 .
In physics education a similar revolution has yet to take place. At the moment there are numerous e orts to use the Internet and local networks in teaching. In a local network, tools such as videconferencing and shared whiteboards provide great possibilities. However, a lack of accepted standards or methods makes communication and information sharing less e ective on a global scale. This need not to be so, and it is up to the physics community to de ne its needs and adopt proper methods to solve these problems 5 .
In this paper we discuss the e orts made by the Internet Pilot To Physics (TIP-TOP) -project 6 . TIPTOP is an international e ort to build a distributed physics information service. For such a service to be stable, it is vital to establish a framework with a standardized classi cation scheme and to use general and exible protocols supporting e ective resource sharing and indexing. All of these aspects are of great importance if one wishes to accurately classify, share and nd information in the future. At the moment the Internet is used mostly as an information medium whereas the e ective use of it, especially in education, would require more emphasis on communication. Both technical and conceptual development in electronic communication pose great challenges for scientists and engineers but as the recent development shows, the possibilities are vast. While in this paper we will concentrate on the use of the Internet, the application of information technology is by no means limited to it. Local networks, Intranet, CD-ROM and other media provide many possibilities. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a short presentation of the TIPTOP project, its current status and its aims. In Section 3 we discuss the current situation and our views of using the Internet for physics education. In addition, we discuss some aspects of two general 'Internet friendly' programming languages: Java 7 and the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) 8 . This is followed by a discussion of technical aspects related to indexing and resource sharing on the Internet in Section 4. Finally in Section 5 we summarize.
2. The Internet Pilot To Physics -project 2.1. Basic Concepts
The Internet Pilot To Physics (TIPTOP) -project was started by the authors in the fall of 1995. It was preceded by a service called 'Physics Around the World' started by the two us (MK and GN) about a year earlier. As 'Physics Around the World' was based on the needs of a limited user group, it soon became clear that it was not adequate to provide accurate information for physicists worldwide and that a better information system was needed.
The starting point for TIPTOP was to create an accurate, exible and distributed information system requiring minimal maintenance. All these aspects become very clear when one takes a look at the current ood of information on the Internet. The system must be distributed to provide fast access, better reliability and security, and to minimize load on the network. To have an accurate resource, there should be a general classi cation scheme that is expandable. As a simple example, compare a commonly used indexing based search engine to TIPTOP which uses a classi cation scheme. Searching for 'physical society' at Alta Vista 9 using its 'Advanced Search' gives about 100 000 matching documents { exceeding the number of physical societies in the world, and using its regular search the number of matching documents jumps up to 800 000. A similar keyword search at TIPTOP gives 33 matching entries which is a much more manageable number. It is possible to make the search even more accurate and select 'Society/Physical' from the classi cation and search on that. This gives 98 sorted entries all of which are distinct, for a snapshot of the TIPTOP search form see Fig. 1 .
The above example shows the di erence between two very di erent methods. Alta Vista, probably the most popular WWW search engine, is based on a robot that indexes (at a rate of about 3 million web pages per day) the web whereas TIPTOP is based on a database relying on user input. For a fairly well de ned task, say, to list graduate programs worldwide or national physics departments, the database method is e ective and easily manageable, but if one wishes to extend the system to cover physics in general, both research and educational aspects, it becomes ine ective and indexing is needed. An optimal system should combine raw text indexing and e cient object summarizers with the e orts of human librarians, publishers and authors. Methods and technical aspects of indexing and resource Fig. 1 . A snapshot of the TIPTOP search form. Users can search by keyword, class (e.g. companies, education, computing, societies, etc.), eld of research, country, the level of the resource or by using a combination of all of these.
sharing are discussed in detail in Section 4.
Current services at TIPTOP
At the moment TIPTOP has three main services: resource listing and classi cation, electronic bulletin boards, and mailing lists. The resource listings are currently based on a database system. Though there currently exists no commonly accepted classi cation scheme we felt it important to create a rough classi cation that can be easily modi ed when needed. This also provides a test bench to study user response and the usefulness of di erent classi cation methods and user interfaces. The resource listings at TIPTOP range from educational hands-on Java applets to refereed journals and to humor in physics. A link to the listings can be made from the TIPTOP home page 6 .
The most accessed TIPTOP services are the electronic bulletin boards covering jobs, meetings, new books and used equipment, see Fig. 2 . The bulletin boards are completely user driven: the users can submit, edit and delete their own entries. The entries appear immediately on the lists, and manual maintenance is needed only in verifying new submissions. The best proof of the need for this kind of a service is its usage: since its opening a single day has not passed without new submissions, and the number of accesses since the 25th of February 1996 initiation reaches well over one million.
In contrast to many other bulletin boards of the same type, our database system provides an excellent way to keep the lists up-to-date. Using various time stamps in connection with each entry, the latest submission are listed automatically in a separate list, and current application and/or registration deadlines for jobs/conferneces are collected automatically and listed separately to make them directly accessible. Furthermore, these lists are connected to an automated mail server that noti es subscribers once a week of new submissions and coming deadlines. Judging from the number of subscribers, the addition of the email noti cation service has been a welcome one. The email service also reduces extra Internet tra c and the subscribers get exactly the information they want.
As a rst step towards better resource sharing we recently opened two mailing lists 10 to promote discussion of the use of information technology in physics education. The rst of the lists (tiptop-edu) is a general list for discussion of various aspects of physics education, and the other list (tiptop-java) concentrates on the application of Java applets to physics education.
TIPTOP's 'Living Encyclopedia of Physics'
The rst interactive service at TIPTOP was the 'Living Encyclopedia of Physics', which is an attempt to create a reliable Internet physics reference. It allows users to submit entries for the encyclopedia, select the audience (basic, medium and advanced, or general public, teachers, active scientists), select the relevant eld(s) of physics and use multimedia applications in their entries. After half a year of operation we are now revising it to accommodate new interactive features such as email, hypermail and shared whiteboards to facilitate discussion. Better indexing allows e ective crosslinking to other relevant resources such as publications, and departmental home pages as well as advanced searching using concepts instead of keywords.
In addition to these features, we are setting up a reviewing system to guarantee the reliability of the information. These features should make the 'Living Encyclopedia of Physics' a very attractive resource. We expect a version that accommodates most of these features to be on-line by the end of the year. 
Current TIPTOP collaboration

Internet in physics education
The simplest way to use paper based texts and lecture notes is to translate them into hypertext format and make them available for the WWW users. It is likely that most of these lecture notes will not be useful for users who have not physically attended the course, and therefore these 'htmlizations' cannot be considered as true interactive educational resources. At this point we should de ne what we mean by educational resources in this context. To be general, we will expand hypertext educational resources to 'multimedia educational resources'. These may be distributed by the Internet, a local network, CD-ROM or comparable. The important point is that these resources use at least some kind of add-on technology for visualization, and hopefully interactive applications like hands-on experiments will be interfaced.
In what follows, we will discuss Java and very brie y the Virtual Reality Modeling Language. We have chosen these two languages because of theor apparent future stability: they are already widely used, easily accessible, and supported by many software and hardware companies. They are also designed for the Internet but not limited to that medium.
Use of Java in physics education
Java is a new object-oriented programming language that has strong support for user interfaces, animation, audio and other types of multimedia. The design of Java allows programs to be e ciently distributed in whole or in parts over the Internet or a local network. What makes Java particularly suitable for WWW applications is its platform independence. In contrast to, say, Fortran or C programs which must be compiled for each platform separately, a Java program is compiled into architecture independent byte-code. This byte-code is interpreted in a so called Virtual Machine (which usually is built into a web browser) where it is rst veri ed and then executed. From the user and designer point of view this is desirable since he/she does not need to worry whether the program was originally compiled under Unix, MacOS, or Windows, and the byte-code itself is portable.
At present, a limitation of builiding large scale Java applications is its rather poor performance as compared to Fortran, C and C++ 12 . In a simulation of a physical system, a program usually consists of nested loops where the actual computation is performed. An inner loop of a many particle simulation typically contains several oating point operations and often square root and other mathematical function calls. It is quite common for a computational physicists to choose to code this part of a program directly in assembly language in order to assure the most e cient use of the hardware. In most cases the inner loop completely dominates the CPU activity, and therefore a Java version of the program can be up to several dozen times slower than a compiled and fully optimized version of the same program coded using C or Fortran (and possibly assembly language in a way described above). Some of these problems can be overcome by using so called 'Just in Time Compilers'. Using this technique the programmer can for example force the web browser to compile and optimize a critical part of the code, or even the whole application, before it is executed. When these compilers become commonly available and stable, the performance of Java applications and applets should not be far behind a corresponding C++ version. It is also expected that the performance of future Java compilers will improve considerably.
As a programming language Java is very close to C++, although it is cleaner and purely object-oriented. A physicist with experience in C++ should have no problems learning Java, and for someone with no experience in object-oriented programming Java should be much easier to learn than C++. One of the most important simpli cations is the absence of pointers in Java. Many of its language constructs are actually the same as in C/C++ making Java attractive for C/C++ programmers.
However, no matter what programming language is used it is still a rather difcult task to design high quality applications such as hands-on experiments for physics education. Here, we would like to stress the importance of resource sharing and e cient communication among educators. Sharing of resources depends on e cient methods for nding and retrieving program packages and reusable source code, and therefore also on a reliable system for distributed indexing such as to be discussed in Section 4. At the moment, one of the simplest and most e ective ways for educators to communicate with others is to join a mailing list 10 , and soon a reorganization of the subject classi cation schemes at the electronic preprint archives 3 will open new possibilities for publishing in the eld of physics education 13 .
As an example of how a small and very simple Java applet (200 lines of code) can be used in teaching, consider a typical exercise in quantum mechanics. The student is requested to solve the time-dependent Schr odinger equation for a 1D harmonic oscillator and prove the minimum uncertainty relation for the coherent state 14 . The Java applet 15 visualizes the time development of a wave package given a set of weights for the eigenstates, as shown in Fig. 3 . When these weights are set correctly (i.e. according to the Poisson distribution) it should become clear to the student that the spread of the wave package is indeed minimized. This is certainly a much better way for the student to check his or her calculations than looking up the 'answer' at the end of a text book. In addition to contributing to the students self con dence the applet will help the student to develop an intuitive picture of the problem.
This applet is also an example of how a code can be reused. The graphics are most e ciently handled by a general package for 2D plotting, while the controls can be simply implemented by a reusable "value slider class" (a class is an objectoriented Java language construct). The applet can be used inlined in the HTML or started by clicking a button in the text.
For a more detailed description of the Java language including a short introduction to object-oriented programming see Ref. 7] , and for more Java examples speci c to physics, please select 'The Virtual Laboratory' from the TIPTOP 6 home page.
VRML { The Virtual Reality Modeling Language
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is becoming the industry stan- Fig. 3 . A Java applet visualizing the time development of a wave package given a set of weights for an eigenstate. dard for modeling interactive environments built from 3-dimensional objects and light sources. The latest VRML standard, 2.0, allows several users to share the same virtual worlds or objects, and it also supports time evolution and dynamics. The lack of dynamics in earlier versions had restricted the use of VRML to visualization of static worlds. While static environments, such as visualization of complex molecules and lattice structures, are of great interest, the possibility of creating dynamic, real-time rendered worlds opens almost unlimited possibilities. VRML may be combined with Java applications and it can be embedded directly into HTML documents. At the moment it seems that there are not many VRML physics applications available on the Internet. To see a few examples, take a look at the VRML presentations made by the NCSA Relativity group 16 and the VRML Gallery of Physics from Department of Physics of the Syracuse University 17 .
In the future, simulator engines driving a VRML environment will become common. However, creating even simple applications is close to impossible for individual educators with already busy schedules and limited resources. This will probably create a pro table market for VR-enhanced learning tools. Again, we would like to stress the importance of resource sharing and communication, concepts that in fact also are becoming more and more common in the commerical marketplace.
Technical aspects of resource sharing and classi cation
So far in this article we have discussed the e orts made by the Internet Pilot To Physics project to create a common framework for both educational and research resources. One of our main tasks is to help to develop methods for classi cation and indexing of physics (science) resources, helping the users { physicists, teachers and students { to produce and nd resources e ectively. This is a huge task and cannot be solved by any single group: it requires a major collaborative e ort between individual physicists, institutions, and computer scientists who are one of the key players in developing methods for representing and storing metadata objects (metadata means information that describes the actual data such as name, date, author, etc.). To produce and distribute information in a way that is stable into the future, one needs to have a standardized syntax; this is the purpose of the metadata representation. Metadata representation is vital in developing e ective searching and indexing protocols. This process is related to the problem of storing and archiving scienti c documents in a way that guarantees their accessibility and stability far into the future. Most likely the standard in both cases will be based on the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). In the eld of physics the TIPTOP project, along with some other e orts, provides a good starting point and testing ground for indexing and classi cation.
Metadata
Dublin-Core 18 , a canonical syntax for representation of metadata, was proposed at the 1995 Online Computer Library Center (OCLC)/National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Metadata Workshop. A minimal version of this scheme consists of a set of 13 standardized attribute names as shown in Table 1 . A data object described by this scheme could, for example, be an electronic preprint in the LANL archive, a set of lecture notes, a scienti c visualization or a Java-based handson experiment. The type is speci ed in the 'ObjectType' attribute and a major task for the physics community is to work out a set of commonly accepted values for this and other attributes. A standardized set of values e.g. 'physics:classical mechanics' or 'physics:superconductivity' is also needed for the 'Subject' attribute.
The same scheme can also be used for distribution of news, conference and jobs announcements, or any other types of objects. This clearly shows the importance of a standardized syntax for e ective indexing and resource sharing.
We would like to point out that although the minimal Dublin-Core attribute set will not be the nal solution, it has been used as a starting point and other more general schemes based on it have been suggested 18 .
Collecting and passing data between servers
To handle Dublin-Core, or any other general attribute set, and to collect, index Table 1 . The attribute set of the minimal version of the Dublin-Core syntax.
Subject:
The topic addressed by the work. Title:
The name of the object. Author:
The person(s) primarily responsible for the intellectual content of the object. Publisher:
The agent or agency responsible for making the object available. OtherAgent: The person(s), such as editors and transcribers, who have made other signi cant intellectual contributions to the work. Date:
The date of publication. ObjectType: The genre of the object, such as novel, poem, or dictionary. Form:
The data representation of the object, such as Postscript le or Win32 executable. Typically described using the Internet Media Type standard (formerly MIME). Identi er:
A unique string or number to identify the object. Relation:
Relationship to other objects. Source:
Objects, either print or electronic, from which this object was derived. Language:
Language(s) of the intellectual content. Coverage:
The spatial locations and temporal durations characteristic of the object.
and distribute information, the information servers need a common protocol. Summary Object Interchangeable Format (SOIF) 19 is the data format developed for the widely used Harvest software package 20 from the University of Colorado at Boulder, and it has now been also implemented in the Netscape Catalog Server. SOIF is an attribute based scheme that is capable of handling not only the Dublin-Core attributes but rather a general set of attributes including essence summaries produced using automated summarizers, human methods, or a combination of these. SOIF still lacks some features, such as support for handling binary data (important for multimedia) and standards for di erent character sets and languages. These problems are addressed in the development of the SOIF protocol and will most probably be solved in SOIF-2 21 .
Indexing web resources
For the end user { a physicist, teacher, or a student { it is important that he/she can make fast and accurate searches. Indexing the resources by human input is clearly an impossible task, so for that an automatic summarizer that gathers information from distributed documents is needed. One type of an automatic summarizer is a so called web-robot 22 , which produces word indices from the HTML documents it visits. Such robots should be used with care since they produce rather high load to the Internet. A summarizer should therefore be run as closely to the source as possible, perhaps ultimately on the same machine as the Internet server itself. In many cases the most user friendly solution would probably be a summarizer built into the Internet server. The provider of a document can often help the summarizer either by using meta markup 18 inside the document, or by registering at an information server by providing not only the document's address, but also the required attribute values. The automatically gathered information combined with human input is used to produce a SOIF content summary which can then be replicated to higher levels in the information hierarchy, e.g. a physics department provides its SOIF content summaries to the faculty information server which in turn forwards the information to the main indexing system of the whole university. The physics department should also provide its content summaries to a national physics indexing server that in turn forwards the data to a continental server and nally to a worldwide, or to a set of worldwide thematic information servers. Some special objects such as a job or conference announcements could also be forwarded to, or collected by, global information servers specialized in that particular area. Each server will o er both efcient catalog type listings a'la Yahoo 23 as well as accurate free text searches similar to those at AltaVista 9 , enabling the users to search for very detailed information.
In a di erent scenario, that may be combined with the one just described, user queries are rerouted from one server to several other servers. This becomes necessary in cases when information from many di erent areas or geographical regions are to be searched or listed. A working example of such a system is the 'One-Shot Preprint Search System' 24 at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) in Trieste, Italy. The 'One-Shot' system reroutes user requests to a number of eprint servers and presents a structured summary of the result. Actually a lot work has been done in de ning protocols for rerouting queries and developing common general protocols. We will not elaborate on the technical details of these issues here but the interested reader should see Ref. 25. This rerouting procedure could actually be handled by the client's software, for example by a Java applet in the users web browser. The concept of Thematic Uniform Resource Agents (TURA) 26 has been proposed to standardize this part of the information retrieval system. The TURA scheme allows the user to design a detailed and specialized agent that not only helps him or her to nd relevant material, but also performs other complex tasks such as signing up for a conference, applying for a job, or joining a mailing list devoted to superconductivity. TURAs allow users to design agents for their particular needs, based on education and background, and by using cognitive algorithms even on the user's response to earlier tasks performed by the agent 27 . A physics professor, whose agent is scanning various databases daily in search of the latest on high temperature superconductivity clearly has di erent needs than a second year physics student looking for material to be used in a project course.
Current e orts
In addition to TIPTOP, interesting e orts using some of the methods described here have actually already been made. In the U.S.A., the Physics Instructional Resource Association (PIRA) 28 has created its own distributed indexing system for physics demonstration manuals and other resources related to teaching physics. In Europe, the European Physical Society's EurophysNet 5 is an initiative to index European physics resources. At the moment the most developed part of EurophysNet is PhysDep 29 , a Harvest based e ort to index the homepages of all physics departments in Europe. In order to have maximal gain, it would seem most natural to incorporate all of these (including TIPTOP and other related non-pro t) projects to form a more general and global physics information project.
Discussion
In this article we have rst introduced The Internet Pilot To Physics project, its current state and future goals. After that we discussed two programming tools, Java and VRML, that we consider the most relevant to build interactive, multiuser and shared educational applications, and nally we discussed some methods and problems in indexing and sharing resources on the Internet. The latter are general problems connected to the Internet but we brought them up in this discussion since these issues are vital if one wishes to establish an e ective way to distribute and nd information both in research and education.
The development of information technology has been extremely fast during the past few years. Most of the new programming and other tools have been designed to be attractive from the user's viewpoint, i.e. they are fast to learn and easy to use. Many of the tools and methods, like those discussed here, can be used equally well in both educational and research applications. An example of application of these methods is the new version of the 'Living Encyclopedia of Physics'. It is not simply a site where information is posted and read but it aims to be a truly interactive forum catering to various levels of users.
When applying this new technology in education one should always keep feet on the ground and think about the real gain. In addition to the tremendous possibilities, hypertext and multimedia are also very e cient methods to disturb a students concentration. Therefore, it is absolutely crucial to investigate and measure the impact and e ciency of the application of this new information technology into learning.
Finally, we would like to encourage individuals and institutions to come forward with their ideas and join the project. TIPTOP is an open collaboration promoting free information sharing and open standards. We can be reached at tiptop-user@tph.tuwien.ac.at.
